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wilson 1. the historical diplomacy of the third republic 29 russia and the forging of memory and identity
in europe - russia and the forging of memory and identity in europe marco siddi 1 ... national memory is a
type of collective memory shared by people who regard themselves as having a common history and are
bound by what they remember and forget ... of government (müller, 2002: 7-9). this political necessity led
european coun- martin r. menke - bc - 1999 review of forging the collective memory: government and
international historians through two world wars ed. by keith wilson in german studies review 22(1999),
512-413. 1999 review of heinrich brüning and the dissolution of the weimar republic by william l. dante and
the florentine chronicles - project overview - this dissertation, “dante and the florentine chronicles,”
centers around dante’s engagement with the traditions regarding collective memory in medieval florence. in
particular, it investigates the ways in which dante responds to public and private attempts at forging both
individual and collective identity in florence. what is social memory? - project muse - what is social
memory? scot a. french southern cultures, volume 2, number 1, fall 1995, pp. 9-18 (article) ... historians use
the term "collective memory," placing the emphasis on the inter- ... tion on the role of memory in forging new
national identities and fueling ethnic a politically selective memory: the battle for memory in ... - a
politically selective memory: the battle for memory in the wake of war, 1812-1845 ... government officials, and
citizens have passed by the federal monument to the war of 1812 every day. a rugged bronze ... utilization of
collective memory: it is the story of an event that growingly dominated public ... “commemorating “the
deportation” in post-soviet chechnya ... - the role of memorialization and collective memory in the 1994... government admits the loss of approximately 2,000 soldiers thus far in this second campaign, a number
seen as rather low by most outside analysts), the ... the collective memory of this event has shaped chechen
identity to this day, danielle celermajer chapter - sandra day o'connor college ... - danielle celermajer .
39· michael dodson, speech at southern highlands community center, may 1997, available at ... on collective
memory and collective conscience . rebecca tsosie . 1 . l . introduction . ... and why native people should
believe a government that continues to appropriate their lands, resources, and basic rights to sovereignty ...
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